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INSTRUCTIONAL BULLETIN NO. 19-17 
 

Regarding Revised Design Exception Request and Design Waiver Request 
 
Effective immediately, the Design Exception Request Form has been updated and a 
Design Waiver Request has been created.  
 
The Design Exception Request is for controlling elements and is now more descriptive 
to allow designers to better explain and justify their reasoning behind the design 
exception.  
 
A Design Waiver form has been created to address non-controlling criteria design 
deviations.  This form includes: Geometric Design Non-Controlling Elements, 
Multimodal Features, Crash History, TDOT Directives, and Geometric Design Data.  
This form now incorporates the Multimodal Design Deviation Request form. The 
Multimodal Design Deviation Request form should no longer be used.   
 
The online Roadway Design Guidelines Sections 3-110.02, 3-110.03, and 9-908.00 do 
not reflect these changes. 
 
This IB voids IB 17-02.  
 

 
KJL:JDK:ADP:LHC 
October 29, 2019  
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3-110.02 DESIGN EXCEPTION REQUESTS 

 
Despite the range of flexibility that exists with respect to the controlling elements of 

design, there are situations in which the accepted criteria are not applicable to the project 
circumstances or cannot reasonably be met. For such instances, when it is appropriate, the 
design exception process allows for the use of criteria other than the accepted values. Design 
exceptions can be viewed as opportunities to add practicality or value to the design. They 
should not necessarily be viewed as violation of policy.   

The design exception process requires formal approval for exceptions relating to the 
following 10 controlling criteria of design: 

Type I Exception to Controlling Criteria 
 

• Design Speed 

• Design Loading Structural Capacity 

 
For exceptions based on Type I Criteria, all roadways on the NHS require FHWA’s approval, 
otherwise the Roadway Design Division Director provides final approval. Exceptions to Type I 
criteria are rare and additional information shall be provided.  

 
Type II Exception to Controlling Criteria 
 

• Lane Width • Cross Slopes 

• Horizontal Curve Radius • Vertical Clearance 

• Stopping Sight Distance • Superelevation Rate 

• Shoulder Width • Maximum Grade    

      
For exceptions based on Type II Criteria, all roadways on the NHS with design speeds ≥  50 
mph require FHWA’s approval, otherwise the Roadway Design Division Director provides final 
approval. 
  
All other roadways (non-NHS) exceptions to controlling criteria do not require FHWA’s approval; 
the Roadway Design Division Director provides final approval. 
 
Projects designated as Limited Scope do not require a design exception.   
 
Note: Roadways on the Appalachian Development Highway System, or FHWA Projects of 
Division Interest (PODI) require FHWA’s approval for design exceptions regardless of the 
controlling criteria. 
 

Design exception requests for projects shall be submitted to the Regional Director of 
Project Development using the Design Exception Form, shown in Figure 2-4, Design Exception 
Form.  Once reviewed and recommended for approval, the Regional Director of Project 
Development shall forward the design exception request form to the Roadway Design Division 
Director, who will either provide final approval or forward to FHWA for final approval, as 
appropriate.     

Approved design exceptions shall be noted, with approval date, in the lower right corner 
of the title sheet as well as on the cover sheet for the R.O.W. and Construction checklist.   

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/design/standards/qa.cfm#q10
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All applicable material from the following list shall be addressed in narrative form on the 
Design Exception Request Form, shown in Figure 2-4, Design Exception Form, by the Designer. 
For locally developed projects, the highest local official responsible for the project is responsible 
for this task.  

1. Accident experience or data. 

2. The effect of the variance from the design standard on safety and operation of the 

facility. 

3. Any safety mitigation measures considered and provided to minimize the effect of the 

reduced design. 

4. The compatibility of the design and operation with adjacent sections. 

5. The comparative cost of the full standard versus the reduced design being proposed. 

6. The long-term effect of the reduced design as compared to the full standard. 

7. The difficulty in obtaining the full standard such as right-of-way restriction, delays, 

environmental impacts, etc. 

8. Any capacity reductions or operational problems caused by the proposed exception. 

9. Level of service for full standards versus the reduced design. 

10. The cumulative effect of more than one standard that is being reduced. 

11. The possibility of improving or correcting the reduced design feature in the future. 
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Figure 2-4 
Design Exception Request Form 
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Figure 2-4 (Continued)  
Design Exception Request Form 
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Figure 2-4 (Continued) 
Design Exception Request Form 
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Figure 2-4 (Continued) 
Design Exception Request Form 
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Figure 2-4 (Continued) 
Design Exception Request Form  
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Figure 2-4 (Continued) 
Design Exception Request Form 
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Figure 2-4 (Continued) 
Design Exception Request Form 
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3-110.03 DESIGN WAIVER REQUESTS 

 
A Design Waiver is a variance not based on the 10 controlling design criteria.  It is any 

variance from the TDOT Standard Drawings.  These requests include, but are not limited to, 
clear zone width, passing sight distance, vertical curves, and multimodal features.  A Design 
Waiver Request Form, see Figure 2-7, Design Waiver Request Form, shall be submitted for 
approval by the Regional Project Development Director and then approved by the Roadway 
Design Director (or Designee).   

Approved design waivers shall be noted, with approval date, in the lower right corner of 
the title sheet as well as on the cover sheet for the R.O.W. and Construction checklist.  
Justification shall be provided on the Design Waiver Request Form.   

 

 
Figure 2-7  

Design Waiver Request Form
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Figure 2-7 (Continued) 
Design Waiver Request Form
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Figure 2-7 (Continued) 
Design Waiver Request Form
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Figure 2-7 (Continued) 
Design Waiver Request Form
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Figure 2-7 (Continued) 
Design Waiver Request Form
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Figure 2-7 (Continued) 
Design Waiver Request Form 

 

9-908.00 MULTIMODAL DESIGN DEVIATION 
 

Designing a multimodal facility/roadway is not a one-size-fits-all approach. It requires an analysis of 
various site conditions to determine appropriate treatments and solutions.  Using standard design 
elements, criteria, and dimensions may not be possible in these contexts that are often in constrained 
right-of-way.  Applying flexibility in the geometric design process is often justified.  Despite the range of 
flexibility that exists with respect to the controlling elements of design, there are situations in which the 
accepted criteria are not applicable to the project circumstances or could not reasonably be met. For such 
instances, when it is appropriate, the design deviation process allows for the use of criteria other than the 
normally accepted values. 
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TDOT’s Design Waiver Request Form should be used whenever the designer recommends the 

use of design elements, criteria or dimensions not in conformance with the standards outlined in this 
Chapter 9 of the Roadway Design Guidelines.  Justification sources could include, but are not limited to, 
AASHTO, NACTO, FHWA, NCHRP, or design guidance from other states.  The Design Waiver Request 
Form is part of the DDocs.exe and can be downloaded from TDOT’s Roadway Design Standard Design 
and Survey CADD Files and Documents website at https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tdot/roadway-
design/documents/cadd_files/DDocs.zip.     

https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tdot/roadway-design/documents/cadd_files/DDocs.zip
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tdot/roadway-design/documents/cadd_files/DDocs.zip
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tdot/roadway-design/documents/cadd_files/DDocs.zip
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tdot/roadway-design/documents/cadd_files/DDocs.zip

